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Project Goals: The Department of Energy Systems Biology Knowledgebase (KBase) is a
knowledge creation and discovery environment designed for both biologists and
bioinformaticians. KBase integrates a large variety of data and analysis tools, from DOE
and other public services, into an easy-to-use platform that leverages scalable computing
infrastructure to perform sophisticated systems biology analyses. KBase is a publicly
available and developer extensible platform that enables scientists to analyze their own
data within the context of public data and share their findings across the system.
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) supports biological and environmental research to
investigate the complex interactions within biological systems and the processes that shape soil,
water, and ecological dynamics of our biosphere, and to harness these processes for sustainable
production of energy and materials. KBase is an open-source data-science platform funded by
DOE to enable sharing, integration, and analysis of many types of data associated with microbes,
plants, and their communities using scalable computing infrastructure. This extensive public
resource is designed to facilitate large-scale analyses of biological and environmental systems
while accelerating scientific discovery, improve reproducibility, and foster open collaboration.
KBase offers a suite of scientific applications to enable users to build sophisticated analytical
workflows, share their findings, and organize their projects. Over 200 apps in KBase offer
diverse scientific functionality across the realms of comparative genomics, microbial
communities, metabolic modeling, and transcriptomics. Several tools and services in KBase have
been co-developed with the DOE Joint Genome Institute. Users can build and share sophisticated
workflows through a combination of chaining together multiple analysis tools, writing scripts for
automation, and using batch processing, all within notebook-style Narratives that contain the
employed data and tools. Projects, laboratories, and even whole institutions can organize their
users and associated Narratives into a shared Organization with multiple permission levels and

management features. Developers can build, test, register, and deploy new or existing software
as KBase apps using the Software Development Kit, thereby extending the platform's scientific
capabilities.
Newly added services include several tools collaboratively developed by DOE SFA programs
and KBase staff, including NWchem, GOTTCHA2, VIRSorter, and vConTACT2. KBase is
unique in offering these diverse and integrated capabilities to a growing community of several
thousand users. A central premise of KBase is to maximize the impact of data shared and
developed between all users on system. This is the premise of KBase’s emerging Knowledge
Engine technology, which draws inferences between user data and public repositories, so
scientists can better understand their work in the context of public knowledge. As data
propagates across the system, it can be continually updated with new information like predictions
of gene function, allowing the user to see how these changes scale from genes to ecologies and
better predict outcomes.

Figure 1. Integration of data and tools into KBase.
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